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1. Prologue
LieroXtreme (I prefer LieroX so you will see only LieroX in my
book) is a computer game, a game that involves worms fighting each
other for glory. But it is more than just a game; it
is a way of gaining your skills and building
reputation. It is very good training for facing the
world we live in. From fighting in game to flame
wars on forums, there is nothing better to use your
speaking skills and improve your arguing ability a
few levels up. LieroX must always be taken
seriously and never mistaken for some random, ordinary or silly
computer game. If you are reading this, soon LieroX will become your
life and you should be prepared for it.
I have been in the LieroX community for a pretty long time, so I have
decided to share my experiences with all of those who are interested in
this game. I decided to reveal the keys of success. In my book you will
find more about your new world. I will teach you how to survive in it
and join the best. I will lead you through the bloody fight to the bright
top and reveal to you the most deadly and dangerous tricks. I will
show you that your current skills do not count anymore. With my help
you will become unbeatable and untouchable. Remember those last 2
words and mark them in your dictionary, because they will be the ones
describing you.
I hope you will become my followers and you will pass my
knowledge to others. Regards,
[RIP] Ruki
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2. Profile
After you get yourself acquainted with the game, you need to create
your personality. First you will need a nickname. A powerful, mighty
name, which will represent you and give others the creeps when they
hear it. It must be an original one so forget about your first thoughts of
Hitman, Killer, Ninja, Cloud, Sonic and Spongebob. You need
something else. I will present you several possible ideas for your nick
and you should choose the most appropriate.

Remind yourself the music you are listening. Pick the name of your
favourite band or a singer and name your character after them/him/her
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(i.e.: Nirvana/Britney Spears/Michael Jackson). If you decided to pick
a group, leave the name like it is originally but if you have chosen a
singer you should edit the name a bit. Instead of one of the names,
write just a first letter of it (i.e.: B Spears or Britney S/Michael J or M
Jackson). It doesn’t even have to be a musician. You can also pick
some other random celebrity.
Never use your real life name or nickname! This is the most annoying
thing; it will just make you look phoney and corny.
After you have chosen your nickname you must make it visible. Use
different size of the letters (NiRvAnA) and decorate it with signs
(*~NiRvAnA~*). There is more behind the signs. If you will use ~ or
“’’ the host won’t be able to kick you off the server. After the nick you
can also stick some cool numbers like 42 or 1337.
Another way to write your nick is the “1337 alphabet”. Use numbers
and symbols instead of letters. A = 4, R = |2, S = 5, M = /\/\ and so on
(if do not know how to use it, search the internet for it). This will
make you look cool and the host will need quite some time to kick you
off the server. Meanwhile you can kill him several times, hehe.

Invisible nicks: this is one very tricky thing. When you are naming
your character, just press space once or twice and save it. Your
character will be nameless and if you select a black color for your
skin, you will be invisible.
Nick on forums (you will find out more about forums later) is not
restricted to what is “cool” and what is “totally uncool”. Just use some
name that is not taken already. I suggest you to use some cool phrase
like Darth Vader, Mighty Killer or Deadly Assassin.
There are a lot of skins so you are free to choose any of them. My
advice is to use skin called Psycho2. It will make you invisible.
Your profile is now done. You may proceed to the next chapter.
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3. Tactics
Of course the most important chapter of my book is about tactics.
When the game starts, find a camping spot. Stay there for the whole
game and shoot from your place every now and then. If possible use
Some spammy weapon.

If someone is trying to get you out of your place and kill you, wait for
him to come closer. Wait, wait, wait and when he is near enough,
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shoot all of your weapons at him. This will kill him. In rare cases your
laggy opponent will survive your arsenal so you will have to react
fast.
After you have used your ammunition, run away and reload weapons
while running. If he follows you, every now and then shoot at him
some spammy weapon to finish him off. Return to previous camp spot
or find a new one, a better one. Someone might call you a “camper”
but simply ignore him, he is just jealous. If you play a mortar game,
just do the sky camping. Hold yourself in the air with your rope and
spam around with mortars.

In your settings you must turn blood amount to maximum so you will
see when someone is bleeding. Now when you see that someone is
bleeding in game, hunt him down until he dies. This is a pretty risky
way to get a kill so I will tell you how to get 2 kills instead of 1. Wait
for 2 players to fight each other. Let them almost finish each other off
and when they start bleeding get closer. Shoot all of your weapons at
them and spam with them as much as you can. Your ammo will kill
both or at least 1. Return to your camp spot or run around and look for
other situations like this. Again, ignore envious calls like
“backstabber”.

If you are declared as a victim and someone decides to hunt you
down, run as much as you can. While running every now and then
shoot at him. This will make your hunter change his mind.

You can also try the tactics of flaming. Flame and insult other players.
Wait for them to write back at you and typekill them in the meantime.

If you somehow manage to lose a game, although you have tried every
single tactic described before, just whine. First about the lag, then
about particular laggers. If you want, you can also whine about being
afk (away from keyboard) and being killed while typing. At the end of
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course declare yourself the winner of the game or the host to be a
cheater and exit the server in dignity.
Another tactic presented by my fellow clan mate, Adam, is based on
excusing as well. When you are losing, simply say that you have
played very good games for the past few hours and you are very tired
now. If still losing, add that you haven’t played for the past week and
you became all rusty. If this isn’t working and you are still losing, say
brb (be right back) and go to windows. Start a download program or
any other memory-consuming beauty. After you have done that, you
almost cannot lose. If you are unlucky and are among those 1-2% (out
of 100%) who have not succeeded with this trick, just move on to
other tactics. Start screaming bad luck, bad game, bad weather or
something like that. After this, exit the server with dignity.
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4. Playing styles
There are many styles but most of them are boring. What you will
play are these 2 options:
- Modern warfare x.y, mortar launcher only, 20 lt, campy level
- Liero v 1.0, rifle or napalm only, 0 or 20 lt, campy level
And never will you play anything else then these 2 options!

There is not much more to say about playing styles. As long as you
stick to tricks from Tactics chapter, you cannot lose.
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5. Clan
One of the major issues of LieroX is “clans”. You can’t be good if you
do not have a tag in your name.

One of the options is that you fake a tag. Play few games and find out
which clan is the best. Put their tag in front of your name and you will
not be kicked from the servers anymore. If you choose this option you
can host your server with your clan’s tag in its name. People will join
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your server and possibly you will do some cw with other “clan
mates”. If someone is saying that you are a fake, kick him off the
server with explanation: “he is a lagger”. If you are not on your own
server, just say that you will call your leader on msn for a cw, exit the
server and never come back.
Second option is creating your own clan. Recruit everyone that you
see so your clan will be huge. Other players will know your clan and
they will not kick you. Now you must know how to be a leader. Let
every clan member do a clan war, even encourage them to play one
every minute possible. They will get a reputation for you. Create
forums and tell your members to regularly spam on them. Invite as
much of members to your server as you can. You should create a new
clan or join some other clan very often. Registration on forums every
week will sure get you famous. Also a very good thing to do is to
revive dead clans, which were very successful before they died (you
will find a list of them on GU forums). Do not forget to create a home
page for your clan at one of well known free web page hosters, where
you will be posting results of clan wars.
If first 2 fail, you must join some other clan. Asslick them until they
recruit you. If this is not working, try with other clans and keep on
trying until you succeed. When you are in a clan start spreading bad
words about the clans that refused your candidature. Also be sure to
mention that you had an option to join them and you declined it (very
important for your reputation).
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6. Clan wars
Now that you are in a clan you must play some clan wars. Host a
server with your clan’s tag and add “wants cw” next to it (i.e.: [RIP]
wants cw!). This will work in most cases. You can also wait for
servers with some random clan name and join it. Bug and beg hosts
for a cw until they agree or they kick you off. If they kick you off get
back to the server and declare them for “pussies”. You should also put
their tag in your server’s name next to the words “fucking” and
“sissies”. Lie, whine, beg, camp, no matter what, just do everything in
order to play a clan war.
Let’s take it to the place where your opponents agree to a clan war (cw
from now on). Now you must pick the settings. Best for you is to pick
your own server and lamda bunker for the level. You will be able to
camp in it and use all of the tricks from the Tactics chapter. Loading
time must be 20 and bonuses off. It depends on your skills whether
you will choose Modern Warfare or Liero v 1.0 for mod. It does not
matter which one you play as long as you win. Now you will have to
decide how many of you will play in a cw. Will it be 2 vs. 2, 3 vs. 3 or
4 vs. 4? Here is my advice. Play 4 vs. 4. The more of you, the easier
you will win. Lag will be bigger, opponents will get out of the game
while trying to kill you, easier for you to camp and of course you will
have the rights to whine about the lag even if it is your server. Play
“best of 3”, which means that you must win 2 games in order to win a
cw. Play the tactics of “catch me if you can”. Run and camp during
the whole game until your enemy is out.
Now the cw is over but there are more of the possible ways of how the
game will end.
Scenario #1: Lets say that you won the clan war. Post the result
everywhere it is possible and boast to everyone that you see. Call your
opponents for losers and noobs and glorify yourself for an eternity.
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Scenario #2: You lost the cw. You are mad but you must keep your
head clear. If you will follow my tutorial everything will turn out
good. First get yourself someone to blame. This can be your mother
who just came in the room, your dad downloading porn on shared
network, your dog eating your keyboard or simply you must go study
for tomorrow’s several exams and today is Saturday. You can also
pretend that one or even two of your teammates are impostors. You
are a famous clan so your statements are not put to doubts. Next,
convince your opponent that it was not a fair game and it must be
repeated. Bug and beg them until they give up or simply say that the
cw is not counting. In both cases leave the server and never come
back. Also excuse yourself of playing further cws with this clan.
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Scenario #3: You are losing a cw and you are still in the middle of the
game. Press “Esc” button and quit the server. When they re-open the
server say just “error”. Now the opposite team will want to play from
the lives you had. Refuse this option and say that the cw must be
restarted. If they will not agree, simply say that in this case you will
not play a cw with them and cancel it. Rather a cancelled cw than a
loss. If they will spread some word about this cw, deny it all and say
that you were obviously faked.
Scenario #4: You are winning a cw and your opponent must leave in
the middle of it. They will ask you if you can postpone the cw and
play it later or some other day. Refuse this option and say that if they
leave the server, they automatically lose. So they will fight to the end
and you win (because they are in a hurry) or they will leave the server
and you win as well.
In case of some other option, just combine the tactics and the day will
be saved.
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7. Reputation
The clue to success lies in reputation. Through your LieroX carrier
there will be several ways of gaining it. I will show you my choice of
tactics.

Join one of the best clans around and let them do the dirty job for you.
Let them play all the cws, you be just a back up. They will be winning
and you with them. Remember, famous tag will get your name famous
as well.
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Regularly post on forums. I mean it. Do not be cocky and not post on
the forums just because you are lazy. If you post a lot, at least 10 posts
every day, all members on the forums will know you. And they will
sure mention your name in their little chats with other “fellas”. Some
wise guy might call u a “spammer” but ignore him. He is jealous
because he is not you.
Be good in game. You can teach yourself how to be good in game if
you will read my chapter about tactics. When you will master the
servers, your legend will live forever.
This is what will gain you respect. When you get a very high
reputation, your words will be taken for granted so you will be able to
manipulate others. You can turn clans against each other and
practically do what ever you want without any consequences. Just
remember that you must always play the right strings and stick to the
right guys.
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8. Clan thread form – info about
your clan on forums
People always follow your first impression so your mission on forums
is to gain a strong impact with your first thread. It will be about your
clan. In 14 steps I described what you must post in it. If you follow
my instructions, you will get respect with your first post. People will
reply to you with “good luck” and all will be talking about you as of
“a new god has arrived”.
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1. Big fat, color and eyes unfriendly logo.
2. Clan Tag + Meaning of the tag (clan name) - with biggest and bolded
font, possibly in some hard red or green colour.
3. History:
Clan was made back in summer 1983 when my 10 friends and me were
very bored. We had nothing to do so we decided to eat apple pie. In this
apple pie there was a worm, which came from an apple that my mom gave
to me, so I suggested playing a game of Worms. Then I found out about
LieroX and here I am again. The clan died 38 times and I am reviving it for
the last time. This is really my fate and I will stick to my clan as I stick to
my underwear. You can say anything you want, but this time it is for real.
4. Members:
Leader:
- your nick
Members:
- nicks (you can also make them up, the quantity is what matters)
Trial members:
- nicks (every 5 days change this nick and declare that previous was kicked
for lack of skills and maturity)
Kicked members:
- nicks (leave it empty, members of your clan are trusty and worthy)
Retired members:
- Pwnoworm (first creator of the clan)
- MauluS (second co-leader)
- *=Kalama=* (clan leader in 1992)
- Qupus (best lieroX player)
5. Host:
- [tag] want a cw!!!, [tag] no noobs, [tag] only
- server size: 8/8
- location: Finland (if you are from Finland, you don’t lag)
- server details: noobs, campers, whiners, lagers get kicked
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6. Clan wars played in:
- MW, 20 lt, mortar launcher only, combo
- Liero v 1.0, 20 lt, rifle only, combo
7. Levels played:
- Liero Factory
- Fossil Facility
8. Clan rules:
- no noobs
9. Recruiting:
- no noobs
10. Contacts:
- your msn
11. Other clan infos:
- www.freewebpagehoster.com/tag
- www.freeforumshoster.com/tag_forums
12. Clan wars:
Won: 31233
Lost: 1 (opponent was lagging and the match isn’t counting)
Tied: 2 (opponent had to go at our lead 4:0)
Total Clan Wars played: 31236
Winning percentage: 100 %
Rank: the pwnzorz
13. For any other information please pm me.

14. !!! Add for staff members: !!!
Please close this thread in 14 days since today. This will be the age of this
clan and then I will create a new one with same members but different tag.
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9. Duels & Tournaments
A duel is a match where 2 players play eachother. With other words 1
vs 1 fight for survival.
If you want to be best of the best, you must play a lot of duels with
»famous« players. You already know how to use winning tactics so it
will not be a problem to win.
What is a tournament? It is a silly activity in act to crown you for the
winner. In best case you will get some lousy logo or skin as a reward
and in worst case the tournament will be forgotten before the end.
Join a tournament when it is up and win it! Next stick it's thread and
title to your signature with biggest font possible and most annoying
color.
Hosting your own tournament? Good idea! Choose your settings –
setting you play and like the most and of course settings that you have
mastered the most. Spread the word around about it (forums, MSN,
game...) and when you get enough of contestants do next:
1. Do pairs with »lucky random randomizer« - put toughest opponents
far away from yourself.
2. In paint draw fixtures for your tournament.
3. Play the games, post screenshots, rules, kick unserious players...
4. Since you are the winner of your own contest, you are the best.
In case you loose your tournament before finals, cancel it with
explanation of no time. Now, if you loose it in finals... just use tactics
of whining.
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10. Skin making, Mod

making, Level making
There are several tutorials on each forum about skin/mod/level
making so I will not bother myself with explaining what to do. What I
will tell you is why all this matters and what good can you take out of
it.
If you are not pretty good in game, although you have tried every
single of my key tactics, there is no other way for you then to abandon
the game for a while and start with community work.
Easiest of these is level making. Draw anything in paint and publish it
on forums. Do not forget to stick your clan tag and your name all over
the level so all that play your level will put your name in their mind. It
is called subliminal messaging. When they hear your name they will
not remember where they have seen it but they will connect it to best
players. Host a server with your level and explain it to everyone where
they can download the level. Spread the level through msn and put a
download link to the forums.
Harder it goes with skins or mods. It will take you some time to create
a skin and even longer to create a mod. You will also need an original
idea and some art skills so I suggest you to stick to the levels.
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11. Common words and phrases:
In game talk:
afk – another easy kill
brb – usually an easy kill
cheater – common expression of jealousness
chooblet/ch00blet – my own word, use it if you want to be cool
cw – a clan war
fake/imposter/wannaBe – handy excuse after a lost cw
free kill – player challenged you to get him out of the game
fuck – your opponent is totally defeated
gg – the crown is yours, never use this expression
lagger – skilled player, who knows how to dodge bullets
mw/morter compo/0 lt/lambada/where is rile/lt?/gogog/paly! – words and expressions
used between skilled players in order to recognize eachother
nice/ns – expression of asslick, just ignore it
owned/pwned – you must say that after you win
stabber – compliment when you kill 2 players at the same time
ty/thx /thank you – never say it
typekill – an action to get an easy kill
Vittu/perkele/paska – Finnish (origin of the game) expressions of jealousness over your
kills
whiner – opponent’s try to ruin your reputation

General LieroX knowledge:
1337 or pro – a new name for your skills
comboer/noncomboer – just ignore these words, they have nothing to do with you
noob/n00b/newb – most skilled player
pathetic/banal/absurd – never use these words, they are only for suckers

LieroX Community:
GU – forums for 1337 players
LXA – new wannabe forums
TL – forums for old sucky players
Alt – the oldest clan in LieroX
pC – best clan out there
Quafas (you are cool if you call him “Q”) – best LieroX player
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12. Epilogue
That's it, Ruki's course and guide through LieroX is over. You are
now the greatest and soon you will be writing a book like this.
Remember to tell others who did you learn from and please give me
some credits in your book.

I can be contacted at ruki23_leet@hotmail.com for more information
or in case some non-intelligent persons do not understand something.
Most likely I will not reply to your emails.

Thanks for all the help to those who did help,
[RIP] Ruki
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